Op(G) = 1 and R 6 SyL,(G) is such that \R n S\ is minimal, then Z(R) n Z(S) = 1. Generalizing his method we get Proposition 1. Assume Op{G) = 1, and let P be a strongly closed subgroup of S with respect to G. Choose g £ G to minimize \Q(P n P*)\. Then Cp(il(P)) n Cp,(Q(P*)) = 1. //, in addition, Sl(P) is abelian, then P n Sg = 1.
Recall [3] that an ß-functor (for p) on G is a mapping W of the set of -subgroups of G into itself that satisfies the following conditions: for every /»-subgroup P of G:
(i) W(P) Q P; (n) W(P)^ HÎP^l; (iii) W(Pg) = (W(P)Y for every g e G; and (iv) W(PX) C W(P) for every ^-subgroup P, of G such that W(PX) Q P.
Herzog [3] introduced the concept of ß-functor and used it to prove that if
Op(G) = 1, and fi(5) is abelian, then there exists R e SyL,(G) such that R n S = 1. Laffey [6] used this concept to prove a generalization of the above quoted result of Herzog [3] and his own result in [5] . We discuss ñ-functors still further, give some more examples, and prove the following result (compare with Laffey [6]). Proposition 2. Assume Op(G) = 1. Choose R G SyL,(G) to minimize |ß(Ä n S)\. Then for every ü-functor W, Op(H) = 1, where H = (W(R), W(S)).
We say that G satisfies (*) if there exists g e G such that S n Sg = Op(G).
Trying to find sufficient conditions for G to satisfy (*), we were led by Herzog [2] to define the following set of p -subgroups of G. Let II* denote the set of nonidentity ¿-subgroups P of G, such that (i) NG(P) contains a Sylow ¿-subgroup of G, (ii) P = Op(NG(P)), and (iii) NG(P) satisfies (*). Note that given any nonidentity ¿-subgroup Q, normal in some Sylow ¿-subgroup of G, then P = Op(Nc(Q)) satisfies both (i) and (ii). Clearly, if G is a counterexample to (*) of minimal order, then any nonidentity ¿-subgroup P of G satisfies (iii).
It is the following property which reveals the relevance of the set II* to our problem.
Lemma 3. Let P G II*, and Q be a p-subgroup of G. Then P n Q = R n Q for some R G Sy\p(G).
This result immediately yields
Corollary 4. Assume Op(G) = 1, and let P G II*. (i) // G does not satisfy (*), then P n Q ¥= 1 for every Q G SyL,(G).
(ii) //¿-rank(i') = 1, then G satisfies (*).
(iii) // P is strongly closed in S with respect to G, and ñ(i>) is abelian, then G satisfies (*). 
X(T n U)for every T, U G SyL,(G) satisfying X(R H S) D X(T n U). If K is a p-subgroup of G normalized by (X(R), X(S)}, then X(K) C Op(G).
Proof. Let R', S' be Sylow ¿-subgroups of H = (X(R), X(S))K containing X(R), X(S), respectively, and choose h G H such that (/?')* = S'. Let T be a Sylow ¿-subgroup of G, and T a Sylow ¿-subgroup of H containing T n H. Choose k G H such that (R')k = T', and U a Sylow ¿-subgroup of G containing U' = (T')hk.
As x(S) Q S', \x(U)\ = \x(S)\ = |x(5')| = \x(U')\ yields X(U) = X(U').
Thus, x(u n T) -x(t/) n x(n = x(^) n x(^) = x(i/' n//)n x(^) = x(U') n x(^ n T) ç x(t/') n x(3"') = x(í/' n r) = (x(5'n *'))*= (x(5nÄ))*, so, by our assumption, X(U n T) = ^(t/' n 7"), whence a-(a-) ç a-(o,(//)) ç A-(i/' n r) ç r.
As ris an arbitrary Sylow ¿-subgroup of G, X(K) Q Op(G).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 6. Choose g E G such that S8 = R satisfies X(R n S) = X(T n Í/) for every T, U G Sylp(G) such that x(R n S) D x(^ n Í/). 77ie/î X(CÄ(*(/?)) n Q(*(S))) Ç 0,(6). Moreover, X(P n P8) Ç 0,(G) /or «*/>' PÇ5 such that X(P) centralizes X(S).
Proof. As K = CR(X(R)) n CS(X(S)) is a ^-subgroup of G normalized by (X(R), X(S)), the first assertion follows from Proposition 5. Now, our assumption yields x(^ n Pg) £ x(^)> whence the second assertion follows.
Denote by x«, the family of all one element subsets of G, and by Xo the family of all one element subsets of G, consisting of an element of prime order. Lemma 6 with x = Xo or X = X» yields Taking for x the set of one element subsets of G, consisting of an element of order p, conjugate to an element of P, yields Proposition 1 as a corollary of Lemma 6.
Let T be an elementary abelian subgroup of 5. If p = 2 suppose that T is of maximal order, whereas if p ^ 2 suppose that T is of maximal order subject to being normal in S. Define the normal family x = {{'s}|' £ T.gE G}, and set y4 he Cs(X(S)).
Corollary
8. // Op(G) = 1, then there exists g G G such that A n A g = 1.
Proof. We quote Lemma 6 to get X (A n Ag) = 1. Hence the corollary follows once we show that X(A) = Q(A). For p -2 this is clear, whereas for /)?t2we quote Lemma 5.4.14 of [1] .
3. ^-functors. A definition of ß-funetor appears in the introduction. Obvious examples are the ß-funetors ß, defined by ß,(/>) = <x G P\xp' = 1>. Similar (more complicated) examples are discussed in [6] . If x is any normal family for G containing Xo then WX(P) = X(P) defines an ß-funetor in G. One can define similar examples, in analogy with those discussed in [6], as follows: Let n be a positive integer, and x, ' = 1.», normal families in G satisfying Xo Q Xi Q ' ' ' £ XV For every /^-subgroup P of G define W(P) as follows: If there exist integers 1 < / < n such that |A',(/>)| < \X¡(S)\ let k be the minimal such integer and define W(P) = W^iP). If there exists no such integer define W(P) = W^(P).
We note that for every ß-funetor W and every /^-subgroup P of G, W{P) is weakly closed in P with respect to G, and that W(P) D iï(P). Proposition 2 is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 5, for, taking x = Xo> 't is clear that K = Op(H) is a¿-subgroup of G normalized by H = < W(R), W(S)) D <ß(P), ß(S)> = (X(R), X(S)}, whence ti(K) = *(/:) ç Op(G) = 1, and we are done.
4. Proofs and further results. In the introduction we defined the property (*) and the set II* and stated Lemma 3. The proof of this lemma is straightforward. Indeed, let T be a Sylow ¿-subgroup of NG(P) containing NG(P) n Q. As NG(P) satisfies (*), we can choose R G Sy\p(NG(P)) such that R n T = Op(NG(P)) = P. Now, R G Sylp(G) and P n Q c R n Q = R n NG(P) n Q c R n T n Q = P n Q, so we are done.
Another relevant set of ¿-subgroups of G is the set IT of all subgroups P of G such that P = D 2 for some 2 Q Sylp(G). For P G II' we define k(P) to be the minimal number k such that there exists 2' Ç SyL,(G) with D 2' = P, and |2'| -k (see [2] ). It is clear that II* C W, and that P G II' with k(P) = 1 (namely, a Sylow ¿-subgroup of G) belongs to II*.
Lemma 9. Assume that every P G II' w/í/i fc(P) = 2 belongs to II*. 77i<?/j A:(P) < 2/or twy P G IT', and IT* = IT'.
Proof. Let U be a subgroup in IT' with k(U) > 1, such that if P G IT' and k(P) < k(U) then P G IT*. Choose then 2 Ç SyL,(G) such that |~|2 = t/ and |2| = ¿(Í/), take g G 2 and set P = fl (2 \ {£}). Clearly P G IT*, so by Lemma 3, U = P n ß = R n g for some P. G SyL,(G), proving ¿(t/) = 2. The conclusions of the lemma follow now by a suitable induction argument.
Corollary 10 (Herzog). If for every R, T G SyL,(G), R n T à R, then k(P) < 2 /or eoery P G n\
